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About This Game

End the witch's evil reign at last! Explore the twists and turns of a mysterious world as you travel through a strange, cursed
kingdom, where the characters have been robbed of their beauty and talents by a cruel sorceress. Tests your wits as you gather

the missing amulets, restore the lives of the cursed characters – and open the portal to return home!
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- Bonus Mini Games
- Strategy Guide

- Collectables
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You can find my full review here.[www.the-backlog.net]

Disclaimer: I was provided a key for review by the publisher.

Steel Strider is a game in the style of old classics such as Super Contra and Turrican, where you take up the role of a MCR
(Manned Combat Robot) and work to answer distress signals across different planets. As you play, you'll receive a variety of
upgrades and new weapons that will greatly help in your quest.

Playing through on Easy, I felt that at times there weren't enough checkpoints (for easy mode), causing one to have to constantly
replay difficult sections should they die at a bad time. The weapons all have their uses, though the arc on the grenade launcher
did feel a bit odd. There also didn't seem to be enough health packs (again, for easy mode), often leaving me having to attempt
to go through sections taking no damage as I'm extremely low.

Despite those complaints, the game is fairly enjoyable, and will last around an hour (if you don't die a lot - deaths and some
cases of rage quitting from a launch bug (since fixed) are what caused my playtime to be higher). Replayability comes down to
if you want to try it at higher difficulties or not, and trying to beat your best high score. If you're a fan of this style of game then
be sure to check it out.. This game is an awesome old school mmo. Highly recomended. I love it.. Exactly what is written on the
tin.
The Next series is a spiritual cousin to the likes of ZUP, OIK, and QOP and has a short but relaxing musical track, light physics
puzzles and is rife with achivements. Next 3, and its siblings, makes for a nice diversion, with some simple but enjoyable
gameplay and superior achivement farming (whilst still actually having a viable game to play).

Replay value is limited, though several puzzles do have multiple solutions (intentioned or not). However, I did find the puzzles
in this iteration to be, in general, simpler than others in the series and slightly simpler than those contained in ZUP and similar
contemporaries. That said, there are different dynamics\/effects not present in other titles and so makes for an enjoyable initial
play through.

Definately recommened for fans of this genera and achivement hunters--especially if on sale or as part of a bundle.. As of today
this program just doesn't have enough to do. You cannot create more than one story and the amount of assests in the program
just don't cut it. It's a good beginning and I am aware it's in early access, but there just really isn't much to do in way of design.

I was hoping to be able to recreate my house to see what things might look like in different colors or having a different remodel
but I cannot come close to recreating my house. Also; hopefully, in the future there will be something in here to also design your
front yard and back yard but in it's current state this program should be in a programming class. Not in steam.

I hope that the developer puts more effort into this and makes it an actual design program if that does happen I will gladly
repurchase and if it has a lot more content then I'd even pay more.

Currently I can't recommend it even for early access.. Cute, awesome, great gameplay, great sound effects, plot is great.
Everything is great!
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A great game, I hope it gets a sequel.. Addictive and really fun and a great idea for VR!. If you've seen the move "The Cube",
this is just like it but in video game form! It's a really unique idea thats a TON of fun to play. I love games that are challenging
yet not frustrating and this fits the bill perfectly. Very excited to see this game grow!. It is nice, although I am afraid that some
of the scenarios are a bit broken regarding timing. But it is nice short track for the steam engines, not easy. And it contains a lot
of content for other add-ons.. I may just be immensely uncoordinated but I can't even beat the AI on clumsy/for small children
mode. However, it's cute, has nice music, and seems like it would be fun with friends. Although online multiplayer would be
way more convenient for playing with other people!. The most amazing game on earth.

LOVE IT.. Note: Windows Defender kept removing files from this game, you might have to disable to install this, but it
certainly seems like a false flag. This should be your first fix!

Not very much here at all yet.

Everything functions very well, I think I could have a lot of fun with these if there were more to work towards than stars, maybe
tickets to buy animals, art, etc.

Very good proof of concept, I hope at some point Skeeball, multiple types of each game (harder coin pushers, etc), and more
gameplay within each (quests, currency to buy items, etc) will be in the final release.

recommend because it was only a dollar fifty. I'm having a blast with this game. It's hard to explain, but if you were a fan of
Lunar Lander back in the day you will love the controls in this game. It feels fun to play in the first hour or so, but I get the
feeling like it's going to take a while to really master the controls and "git gud". Honestly for the price it's hard not to enjoy this.
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